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PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
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Centrepoint's group is one year old
Date: 28.03.2017
End date: 12.05.2017
Location: Centrepoint, Lohnhof 8, 4051
Basel
Contact:
communication@centrepoint.ch

EVENT CATEGORIES
DETAILS
"Reflections" is the title of the first exhibition
of Centrepoint's Photography Group. It is a
creative way to celebrate the first year's
activity of the English-speaking photography
group in Basel.
Professional and enthusiastic amateur
photographers (as no previous experience is
required to join), from 12 different countries
including Switzerland, meet regularly at
Centrepoint to cultivate their common interest, to exchange peer mentoring and to develop
their artistic skills.
"Telling stories and creating feelings is what we focus our attention on – explains Stéphane
Vuille, the group's leader and a proficient photographer. "We want to become more aware of
the power of images. Taking photos with other enthusiasts is also a good way to explore the
Basel area".
The Photography Group meets twice a month at Centrepoint im Lohnhof , a short walking
distance from the Barfusselplatz. It is a free program but is open to Centrepoint members.
Everyone who loves a cosmopolitan atmosphere as well as a rich calendar of cultural and
social events is welcome to join Centrepoint, the largest English-speaking community
organization in Basel.
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WHAT'S ON
Events and more ...
Jungfrau Whisky festival
MATTEN BEI INTERLAKEN/ BERN / MAY

"Reflections" is the challenging theme of this first exhibition. Optical effects, meditation and
the thoughts a picture can inspire in the viewer's imagination are themes the photographers
keep in mind as they explore the diverse meaning of "reflection".
The exhibition is open from the 23rd of March to the 12th of May during the opening hours
of Centrepoint, Im Lohnhof 8, 4051 Basel (near Leonhardskirche).

MATTEN BEI INTERLAKEN/ BERN / MAY
05, 2017

Snowshoe hike by
moonlight
RIEDERALP/ VALAIS / DEC 14, 2016

The exhibition is free and open to everyone. The photos are available for purchase.
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FRIBOURG / MAR 31, 2017
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